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Woman and War.

Without touching on how the woman suffers and how a woman works today during this terrible war, what 
enormous duties she voluntarily carries, whether as a nurse to the battlefield or in the hospitals or replacing 
men in various factory and office jobs - we only wish to draw the attention of all women to what awaits women 
immediately after the war and what terrible consequences of this European murder will fall on their shoulders. 
It is wise to look now at what is about to come, at what is already coming, and what is beginning to form in these 
very moments before our own eyes.

Therefore, what are we seeing in the vast world today? Most of all, we observe that the rule of the world by 
men alone, without the participation of women’s will and thought, has led to deplorable results, to laws, to 
the construction of laws constructed on violence, injustice, and force alone, and that these are the laws of the 
world, or rather the lawlessness of the world - perhaps could only be destroyed through this terrible bloodshed 
and infinite sacrifice of human life, happiness and peace. There, we see the legions of brave, young men facing 
bullets, bombs, bayonets immersed straight into their bodies, such a precious young one over whom their 
mothers trembled, raising them with their breastmilk and with care of sleepless nights, with the sacrifice of their 
health and years of life. It seems all that become the fields littered with heaps of corpses, to be added to the mass 
murders, killed with gases, torn apart with wires, suffocated by torturing inventions.

The women were left orphaned on their doorsteps, with children without fathers, or with fathers who would 
return maimed, unhappy, nervously ill. We already see the cases that show how fathers can be in a family, fathers 
who returned from this terrible war, who watched the heat of blood for too long, afflicted by the torment, 
who themselves murdered and tormented people. Writings from Europe report that such a wounded soldier 
returned from the hospital to his native village, to his wife, and was constantly melancholic, never ceasing to 
speak of death. One night he got up quietly, took an ax and killed his sleeping wife, little son and almost killed 
the daughter. Later he jumped into the well and drowned in it. And why wonder!... Human nature is too weak to 
survive such horrors of war unscathed.

In the meantime, hundreds of thousands of cripples, young people unfit for life, in need of care and support, 
are already beginning to return to all countries. Presently the role of a man and a woman in life undergoes a 
thorough and sudden transformation. A man- that force of life - has become weak and defenseless, like a baby, 
a woman – this capable of life, brave, healthy, and strong, she stands before the world and the whole world seeks 
in her the rescue and revival of the sick, ruined humanity in Europe. There are no longer only exhortations of 
European writers in this direction, but we also see the formation of societies and leagues for this purpose. We 
read in the English Newspapers that the Rev. Ernest Houghton founded in London a league for the marriage of 
disabled heroes of the present war. The League gained an extraordinary popularity, almost a hundred thousand 
women have signed up. It publishes proclamations, pamphlets, gains the support of the most distinguished 
people in England and develops wide support. In the name of sacrifice for so many unhappy people - marry 
them, surround their lives with care, and very often provide them with the roof over their heads and life, which 
they are no longer able to earn on their own.

And what did it turn out to be! Many marriages have already been concluded, the couples being chosen 
according to age, intelligence, upbringing, health, beauty, etc. and these marriages are proving so far to live 
happily and harmoniously. Evidently, the moral factors that lead to the wedding arouse such high moods and 
expectations, that indeed, minor faults and shortcomings are forgiven, and the noble harmony of feelings 
prevails. And yet - despite everything - it is not an easy fate to accept a sick companion for life, whose condition 
requires patience, kindness and understanding. It becomes a constant sacrifice of every day, and every hour – the 



women, however, eagerly marry thousands of war invalids, wanting to sweeten the rest of their lives and reward 
the lost health and life of the homeland’s servant. Thousands of French women do it – one would think them 
being so light, frivolous coquettes. The English women do it as well by thousands through this League. Looking 
at these deeds of women, at their ardent will, ready to deny themselves and throw their lives into the constant 
sacrifice, it comes to mind how old, almost innate, inherent is the woman’s soul, and how little the content 
changes over the centuries. All her human acts remain, although their appearance and causes change (…).

And this is the truth of a woman’s heart today, after centuries, after so many changes in the life and character 
of a woman – in the same manner being faithful to herself she rises once again, in so different conditions. The 
woman - the eternal sacrifice of the world - this creative, rescuing and healing force, with all readiness and self-
denial, is in a hurry to become the new sacrifice of herself to the tormented humanity.


